
 

 

 

Our future as a legacy at the International Heritage Fair 
Carrousel du Louvre- Paris, 24th to 27th October 2019 

 
In its will to promote the territory's excellence know-how, the Alpes de Haute Provence 
Development Agency will once again accompany the Union of Earthenware and the 
Moustiers Sainte-Marie Tourist Office at the International Cultural Heritage Exhibition 
on stand A29 / A35, room Delorme. 
 
The Agency edits for this event a dedicated press kit “L’Union des Faïenciers de 
Moustiers” in both French and English version and actively participates in the realization 
of all the communication media that will be displayed on the stand. 
 
6 Earthenware Workshops from Moustiers will be exhibited on the show : 

▪ The Barri Workshop, 
▪ The Cobalt Blue Workshop, 
▪ The Lallier workshop, 
▪ The Michèle Blanc workshop, 
▪ The Atelier Soleil Workshop, 
▪ The Muffraggi Workshop 

 

The Fair 
Created in 1994 and handled by Ateliers d'Art de France since 2009, the International 
Cultural Heritage Fair is the oldest and the leading heritage fair on the European scene. 
For 4 days, it brings together the heritage craftsmen in a one-of-a-kind moment of 
exchange and think tank.  In 2018, the show welcomed more than 330 exhibitors coming 
from 12 countries and 14 regions of France. Those professionals cover the fields ranging 
from built, non-built, to tangible or intangible heritage restoration and preservation.  
Some 22,000 general public as well as professional visitors are expected to attend the Fair.  
The great thematic concern of the "future as a legacy" and the related notion of 
transmission of knowledge are topics of especially current relevance that will be 
particularly honored this year. 
 
Press accreditations are to be requested online :   
http://www.patrimoineculturel.com/press/application-for-accreditation/ 
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Passing on, protecting, enhancing that heritage has a future 

The heritage sector is looking resolutely to the future : the huge actions as one man taken 
after the Notre-Dame fire for the rebuilding of the cathedral show evidences of both deep 
attachment to heritage and desire for innovation in our approach.  

As a showcase of today and tomorrow techniques, the 2019 edition will focus on 
sustaining our cultural heritage in order to turn it into a genuine common legacy. It 
includes prizes and awards to highlight the know-how and initiatives to support the 
sector.  

Many conferences, will offer opportunities for discussions on issues that are vital to the 
future.  

The 2019 edition will particularly highlight topical issues such as:  

▪ How do we attract a new public ?  
▪ Who should be funding restoration?  
▪ What sort of training should we be offering to future craftsmen?  
▪ How do we create a better balance in tourist traffic between flagship monuments 

and lesser-known ones ?  
▪ How can we revitalise old districts ?  

 
 


